Sarah Harvey
From:

Paul Walsh

Sent:

July-25-19 1:35 PM
Sarah t-Iarvey
FW: Proposal for Peer Review Services - Greer Pit Application

To:

Subject:

Please print.
From: Amarjit Sandhu [mailto:asandhu@mhbcplan.com]
Sent: July 24, 2019 1:07 PM
To: Paul Walsh

Cc: Fuhrmann, Bernie; Paul Greer (paul@paulgreer.ca)
Subject: RE: Proposal for Peer Review Services - Greer Pit Application
Paul:

In discussion with Paul Greer, he will stay with the direction from my email yesterday afternoon that concrete
importation for recycling is eliminated as an activity at the proposed Greenridge Farm Pit site.
This and the items described helow are to ensure Greer is facilitating as much as possible an expeditec! and reasonable
further review by WSP. That in turn ties into your Staff Report being as complete as possible for the August 15 Planning
Public Meeting.
Further to the additional WSP Review, and with regards to Bernie's email from yesterday:
During our call yesterday, you had agreed that there is no cause for 'technical expert review' by WSP on those
items in MHBC's June 17 Chart (Disposition of Peer Review Comments) where it is clear and apparent that Greer
has agreeJ to 'ehe WSP Peer Review Recommendation (from March 26, 2019).
We had discussed how you would follow-up with Mark Boone at Quinte Conservation to discuss the
hydrogeology/water balance/Waring"s Creek issue. l understand Mark is away till August 6 but that still Ieaves
over one week to the Planning Public Meeting.
l trust the above can allow for a clearer description of what 'technical expert review' WSP would undertake at this time
... in my view it would just be traffic, and that is now much different from the original application in that it's been agreed
to:

Build a new entrance onto Ridge Road, which entrance will conform to MTO Standard CSAS-23; and,
apply for a Commercial Entranceway Permit from the County, which the County has authority to issue with
conditions as reasonable/appropriate.
Amarjit
From: Amarjit Sandhu
Sent: July 24, 2019 9:47 AM
To: Paul Walsh

Cc: Fuhrmann, Bernie; Paul Greer (paul@paulgreer.ca)
Subject: RE: Proposal for Peer Review Services - Greer Pit Application
l will discuss this with Paul Greer, to see if we can go with the "Agreement" approach.
I'm not in favour of the "Holding" and at the same time we need any additional quickly WSP Review to be reasonable
(items to review and cost) and be completed.
Amarjit
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From: Paul Walsh [mailto:pwalsh@pecounty.on.cal
Sent: July 23, 2019 7:24 PM
To: Amarjit Sandhu
Cc: Fuhrmann, Bernie; Paul Greer (paul@paulgreer.ca)
Subject: RE: Proposal for Peer Review Services - Greer Pit Application
Gentleman,

My sense is that if this scale of use has not been a problem to date then we sirriply need to go forwara with a defined
scaJe and Jocation that reftects curarent operations. Is a scale and location for concrete recycling thaf can be ident:fied
that would be conclusive as r'epresenting no concerns? T!iese details could be inserted into an agreement and avoicJ it
being subject to additional review.

Alteranatively, we coulJ establish it as a conditional permitted use (Holc!ing provision for this use) :n fhe zoning by-Iaw
subject to addressing noise and traffic associafed with it at a later date or if ever beyond a defined scate.
Happy to hear your thoughts.

From: Amarjit Sandhu [mailto:asandhu@mhbcplan.coml
Sent: July 23, 2019 3:49 PM
To: Paul Walsh

Cc: Fuhrmann, Bernie; Paul Greer (paul@paulgreer.ca)
Subject: RE: Proposal for Peer Review Services - Greer Pit Application
Paul:

After discussion with Paul Greer; and, with consideration to the degree of concern that concrete importation for
recycling is causing and how minor a component it is to the overall pit activity, Greer has decided to eliminate this as an
activity at the proposed Greenridge Farm Pit site.
Greer will amend Note 1.23 (Aggregate Stockpiles) as follows:
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Note that this email is cc'd to Bernie at WSP for his information.

Amarjit
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From: Fuhrmann, Bernie [mailto:bernie.fuhrmann@wsp.coml
Sent: July 23, 2019 12:57 PM
To: Paul Walsh

Cc: Amarjit Sandhu
Subject: RE: Proposal for Peer Review Services - Greer Pit Application

Well, I"m happy to respond to any questions, although I have to admit that the amount of time l"m expending offering
various clarifications, draft proposals, and follow-up responses is becoming an issue. I must track that time and
ultimately reflect it in our proposal in a proportionate manner.
Your question below again throws some uncertainty as to what you exactly want. I'm copying Amarjit on this email for
his assistance.

For example, Paul, in our various email exchanges on Monday, where you embedded various comments in my

email/draft proposal (s), you mentioned that you want comments from each respective WSP specialist/reviewer. To get
that, I have to send it to my reviewers, have them examine the response (even if it is in some cases not coming directly
from the author of an original report), quickly review the peer review comments they provided (back in March), then
have them review the applicant's response, and then have them respond back to me so l can summarize that with my
Senior Engineer and then provide you with the desired paper-trail you requested.
So, with respect to your question: does a WSP specialists have to peer review the chart, even if the comment in the
chart agrees with the WSP peer review recommendation ? The answer is, yes, if you want that, or, no, if you feel it is not
needed.

In my proposal to you yesterday, l outlined that, for example, since you want a peer review of the Malroz letter RE:
Warings Creek, l would then have my ground water specialist also look at the response chart to determine how/if the
peer review concern had been addressed. In that way, you get a comprehensive response.
Similarly, you requested some info to clarify if the noise report addressed, or should have addressed, concrete recycling.
I read the noise report and it does not appear to. For example, I"ve generally seen concrete recycling operations where a
hammer mounted to an excavator is used to break up the concrete and remove rebar. Then a crusher is used to crush
the concrete, and perhaps blend it with native aggregate. Does the noise report address, or need to address these
issues, l have to send that to my noise specialist. Sending that request, plus the chart response, back to my noise
specialist is needed, if that is what you want. (lmportantly: Remember that the WSP noise peer review wanted to see
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effective mitigation measures outlined on the Site Plan. I don't have a revised Site Plan, so alll can provide him is the
chart).
Does that assist? Again, a ? agreed upon understanding of what additional services you would require will assist
in providing suitable pricing on follow-up peer review costs.
Bernie A. Fuhrmann

Aggregate Development Specialist

ll%%l)
M+ j 705-3'l3-5544

294 Rink Street, Suite 103

Peterborough, Ontario
K9J 2K2 Canada

wsp.corn

From: Paul Walsh <pwalsh@pecounty.on.ca>
Sent: July-23-19 11:33 AM
To: Fuhrmann, Bernie <bernie.fuhrmann@wsp.com>
Cc: Amarjit Sandhu <asandhu@mhbcplan.com>
Subject: RE: Proposal for Peer Review Services - Greer Pit Application
Beran:e,

Amarjit is looking for some clarification as to the review of the chart items. l am assuming that the matters where
MHBC has offered agreement with the WSP comments that additional review is not being undertaken?
Thanks Bernie.

From: Fuhrmann, Bernie (ma:)'eo:becn:e.fuhcnqann@wsp.coml
Sent: July 22, 2019 2:27 PM
To: Paul Walsh

Cc: Amarjit Sandhu
Subject: Proposal for Peer Review Services - Greer Pit Application
Paul, please accept this proposal in response to our, now finalized, list of requested follow-up tasks, resulting from our
initial peer review.
We understand that you wish each WSP specialist to respond to the response to the WSP peer review. Specifically, you
wish WSP to review and respond to the following:
1. Response to Comments Disposition Chart as prepared by MHBC on June 17 and the accompanying Jewel

Engineering letter, dated May 28/19, regarding the TIS .
2. Review of comments provided by Malroz Engineering in response to potential impacts onto Warings Creek i.e.
the Water Balance and Stormwater Management from Malroz dated February 9, 2018
3. Regarding traffic and dust control related to concrete recycling on the site, a note on the ARA Site Plan is found
that denotes it as a proposed use. However, I am not aware of these activities to have been spoken to in the
4

submitted technical materials, and so it appears to be an omission. This appears to be an item that should be
included in the general peer review. Although the scale of these activities have been described as incidental or
ancillary and not one of general concern, some record of the maximum scale should be made. WSP"s review and
comments are requested.
In this regard, WSP proposes to re-engage our original peer review team to review and respond to the above
requirements. We note the following:

1. The disposition chart contains responses provided by the applicant's aggregate consultant/coordinator and
generally responds to each WSP peer revievver's comments. This will assist in streamlining the review by our
specialists

.WSP"s traffic specialist will review the Jewel response, in point #1, in detail. Our Noise specialist will review and
briefly comment on the noise response component (Note: Our original peer review comments stemmed from
ensuring appropriate wording on the Site Plan. Receiving an updated Plan may be useful.

3. WSP's ground water specialist will first review the response to the peer review comments provided for in the
Comments Disposition Chart, as it contains a sufficient response to the minor items originally identified in the
hydrog Tech Memo. Second, the letter dated February 2, 2018 from Malroz, in response to the issue concerning
Warings Creek will be reviewed. This is a new technical item which our ground water specialist will review and is
considered new work, outside of the original peer review. Simply stated, we did not have this Ietter during our
initial peer review of the Malroz Report. However, we generally note that this is not a Iengthy document.
4. WSP"s Aggregate Development Specialist will provide input into point #3, offer general coordination and project
administration.

s. When completed, our Senior Engineer will again provide a general oversight, so that the County can be assured
of a senior reviewer.

To conduct the above, our cost estimate is ?, and will be subject to the same terms and conditions as our original
retainer for the initial peer review.
An email to proceed is necessary. We propose to commence work as soon as received. Please note, as is typical this
time of year, may staff are on vacation or about to leave on vacation. However, we will endeavor to complete our
review as soon as possible.

Bernie A. Fuhrmann

Aggregate Development Specialist

iisBi
M+ 1 705-313-5544

294 Rink Street, Suite 103

Peterborough, Ontario
K9J 2K2 Canada
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